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ABSTRACT 
Modern day agriculture is dependent on the use of chemical agents for maximizing 
crop yield. This practice has perilous effects on the ecosystem if used in an 
unchecked manner. The present paper develops a mathematical model of an 
agricultural system that incorporates the cumulative effect of the chemical agents 
like pesticides, fertilizers etc. Dynamical behaviour of the system, such as 
boundedness, permanence and stability, are studied. Numerical simulations are 
carried out to study the changes in the behaviour of the system due to varying levels 
of potency of the chemicals. Based on these, an effort is made to determine the 
conditions necessary for a sustainable and productive agricultural system in presence 
of chemical agents. Applicability of the model in related scenarios is also discussed. 
Keywords: Prey-predator model, Permanence; Sustainability; productivity, 
Poincaré-Bendixson theorem, Global stability.  

1. Introduction 
According to a quote attributed to Charles Darwin, the limiting factor of growth of each 
species is not only the food available to it but also the inter-dependence among various 
existing species which can be classified as predators and preys. This maintains ecological 
balance and determines the average numbers of a species. In higher food-chain this prey-
predator relationship is pronounced as the interdependence becomes a key factor for 
sustenance of the dominating species. Often multiple predator species may be vying for a 
common food source. One perfect example fitting the bill is the competition between 
humans and pests for food in form of agricultural yield. A major food source for humans 
is agricultural production and plant pests are a single most significant factor that affects 
both yield and quality of this food source. 
Humans have tried to combat this scene using chemical agents. However humans have 
tried a two-pronged attack, one, by introducing pesticides, and two, by using fertilizers. 
Pesticides solely target in killing off or check the growth of pests in the agricultural 
scenario, while fertilizers aim to improve the net yield and also the quality of agricultural 
production. 
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However unrestricted use of both classes of chemicals can be damaging to the ecosystem. 
Problems like development of resistance in the pest population, poisonous effect on 
human health, denaturing of natural soil quality, spread of chemicals into the ecosystem 
through other predators interacting with pests and plants [4]. Thus, though the system of 
chemical pest control is extremely widespread, there is much concern about the negative 
effects of use of chemicals. However, it cannot be denied that use of chemicals is by far 
the most prevalent and cost effective method of pest control. In this situation, we try to 
determine whether it is possible to have an agricultural system that is 'profitable' and 
'sustainable', even after we add chemical agents. 
In theoretical ecology, several theoretical pest control models [15] exist and they have 
been extensively studied mathematically, e.g. integrated pest management (IPM) [17], 
sterile insect release method (SIRM) [6,14], microbial pest control [2,13], impulsive 
control strategies [18], etc. On the other hand, the effect of infected pests or infected 
predators in the classical prey-predator model [1,5,9] have been thoroughly studied under 
eco-epidemiology. This paper analytically studies the method of pest control using 
chemicals. We study the impact of the two class of chemicals- fertilizers and pesticides-
on a non-linear system consisting of crops, pests, pesticides with varying degree of 
effectiveness against the pest and fertilizer compounds with varying effectiveness for 
crop yield. A modified classical prey-predator model simulates the interaction of the four 
aspects of the system and we investigate the various conditions that would be necessary 
for a sustainable and productive agricultural scenario. Subsequently we elaborate our 
model and perform various analyses on the system. 

2. The Mathematical Model 
Agricultural systems can be effectively modeled by using modified versions of the 
classical prey-predator model. Agricultural systems commonly comprise of a crop 
population, grown to satisfy human needs and hence harvested from time to time, and a 
pest population, that feeds on the crops and hence degrades the quality and quantity of the 
agricultural produce. Hence, human beings add chemical agents to the system so as to 
protect the preys ,or the crops, from the predators, or the pests. In this model, we broadly 
classify all types of chemicals into two groups - fertilizers and pesticides. We now 
introduce two parameters   and   both of which lie in the interval )1,0[ . These 
parameters measure the effectiveness or potency of the respective chemicals. Greater the 
value of  , more is the ability of the fertilizer to promote plant growth and survival. 
Greater the value of  , more is the toxicity and lethality of the pesticide towards the 
predators. 

The crop population, given by  tx , is assumed to grow logistically, with intrinsic 
growth rate  0r  and environmental carrying capacity 1K , in absence of any chemical 
agents or the predators. The predation is assumed to follow the law of mass action, 
with   being the predation parameter. The harvesting of crops is realized in the model 
by adding the prey harvesting term, with  0h  being the constant harvesting rate. To 
this classical equation for growth of preys, we now add the effects of chemical agents. 
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Addition of fertilizers increases the presence of vital minerals and chemicals in the soil 
and help in plant growth. Thus we assume that presence of fertilizers enhance the 
intrinsic growth rate of the preys, the resulting increase being directly proportional to the 
potency of the fertilizer. The intrinsic growth rate is modified to      1rr . The 
availability of vital resources due to addition of fertilizers increases the environmental 
carrying capacity according to the relation   1/1

' kk  . The pesticides, on the other 
hand, is assumed to weaken the predators and/or make them more cautious during 
predation. Thus the predation parameter gets modified into 
    nn /1,   ;  1n  . For the current model, we assume n=2 and this choice 

is purely arbitrary. It is an established fact that though pesticides are necessary for 
protecting the crops, still these chemicals `poison' the environment to some degree [1] 
.This is implemented in the model by lowering the carrying capacity of preys; the 
decrease depending on the parameter  . The modified carrying capacity 
is        1/11 1

' kkK . Thus, the equation governing growth of preys comes 
out to be  

        hXXYKXXr
dt
dX

 2/1/11                      (1) 

The pest population, given by  ty , is assumed to be entirely dependent on the crops for 
their growth and survival. This dependence is assumed to follow the law of mass action, 

with  1,0a  as the conversion rate, and is given by the term   XYa 2/1   . In 
absence of any chemical agents, the pests have a natural death rate 1d . However, the 
presence of pesticide in the environment means a portion of it enters the body of the 

predators through the body of the preys. These chemicals are suitably designed such that 
they can selectively attack only the predators. Predation thus infects ( or poisons ) the 

predators, with   determining the severity of this 'poisoning', and gives rise to the 
term XY  . The growth of predators is thus modeled as : 

  YdXYXYa
dt
dY

12/1                                                           (2) 

 
An agricultural system, in presence of chemical agents, can thus be modeled by the 
following system of ordinary differential equations: 

     

  YdXYXYa
dt
dY

hXXYKXXr
dt
dX

12/1

2/1/11








 

with      1/11kK  and the initial conditions   00 X   and   00 Y . 
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3. Equilibrium points and their existence 
The system possess a trivial equilibrium point (0,0), which always exists. The axial 
equilibrium point  22 ,YXEA   is given by    ]1/[12  rhKX  and 02 Y . It 
exists, provided   1/  rh . 

The interior equilibrium point of the system is  **,* YXE ; where  

    2/1/* 1 adX and        2/1//*11*   hKXrY  

Conditions for existence of *X  and *Y  are: 

 
     02/1/1/1

2/2

1 





aKdrh
aa

 

4. Boundedness 
Boundedness of a system implies that all trajectories of the system are present within a 
compact set. A system that is bounded is always biologically well behaved. 

Theorem 4.1   All solutions of the system starting in 2
  are bounded. 

Proof.  Let     tYtX ,  be any solution of the system in 2
  . We consider a function 

     atYtXtW /)(  

Thus, 

      WMMYadhXXr
dt

tdYa
dt

tdX
dt

tdW
211 /1)(/1)()(

   

Where,       121 ,min;,0max,1 dhMkXrM    

Applying a theorem on differential inequalities [12], we obtain,  

          tMaYXWMMYWW 221 exp/0,0/,0   and 
for t ,  21 /0 MMW  . 

Thus, all solutions of the system enter into the compact set:  

    0/0:, 21  anyforMMWYX  

5. Permanence 
A system is permanent when its boundary equilibrium are repellers. The permanence of a 
system can be proved using ``Average Liapunov" functions [13]. 
Theorem 5.1   The system is permanent provided  

       2/1/1/1 1 aKdrh  
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Proof. Let us consider an average Lyapunov function of the form    21,  YXYXV  , 
where 21  and  are positive. In the interior of 2

 , we have, 

 
        121

.

2/12/1/11
,/

dXXahYKXr
YXfVV





 

For the system to be permanent,    0, YXf  for all boundary equilibiria of the system. 
Thus the axial equilibrium point  22 ,YXEA  should satisfy: 

     02/1, 122222  dXaYXf   

Hence, the theorem.   

6. Local stability Analysis 

The variational matrix  EV  at an equilibrium point  YXE ,   of the system is given by, 

  









2221

1211

pp
pp

EV  (6)

Where, 

      
    12221

1211

2/1,2/1
2/1,2/1/211

dXXpYYp
XphYKXrp







 

The characteristic equation is, 

02  ba  (7)

where  2211 ppa   and 21122211 ppppb  . 

Lemma 6.1   The system is locally asymptotically stable around  YXE ,  when 0a  
and 0b  
Lemma 6.2   The system is stable, but not asymptotically [14] when 
1. a > 0 and b = 0, or, 
2. a = 0 and b >0,  

Otherwise the system is unstable around  YXE , . 

Determining the corresponding characteristic equations for the three equilibrium points 
and using lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 we may obtain the following result: 
Theorem 6.3   The system is locally asymptotically stable around (0, 0) 
provided   1/ rh  . 
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Theorem 6.4   The system cannot be locally asymptotically stable around  AAA YXE , , 
that is, AE  can never be a stable node. AE  is stable but not asymptotically when 

        02/11/1 1  daakrrh   

Theorem 6.5    **,* YXE  is always a stable node. Existence of E* ensure local 
asymptotic stability around E*. 

7. Global Stability Analysis 
For studying global stability of a dynamical system, it is essential to know about the 
closed orbits of the system. An important theorem related to the context is the Bendixson-
DuLac theorem (or negative criterion) [15, 16], which states that if there exists a 
function B(X, Y) such that 

    0







 BY
y

BX
x

  

has the same sign almost everywhere in a simply connected region, then the plane 
autonomous system (3) has no periodic solutions or orbits. The term ``almost 
everywhere" means `everywhere', except in the set of measure `0'. [15]. 
Lemma 7.1   A limit cycle cannot occur in the system (3). 
Proof. Setting B(X,Y)=1/(XY) gives. 

  01111 ..



























Yk

rY
XYy

X
XYx

  

for all  0Y  .  

Thus, 0  for all        baspanwherespanYX ,0,1, 2   is the subspace 
of 2  spanned by (a,b). Applying Bendixson-Dulac theorem, it can now easily be 
proved that there are no periodic orbits.  
Another important theorem concerning nature and behaviour of closed orbits is the 
Poincaré-Bendixson theorem [16,17]. It asserts that any orbit which stays in a bounded 
region of the phase plane at an autonomous system, either approaches a fixed point or a 
periodic orbit [15]. 
Lemma 7.2   Chaotic behaviour cannot arise in this model. 
Proof. It is obvious from Poincaré-Bendixson theorem.  
Theorem 7.3   Any solution of the system converges to the steady state 
equilibrium (X*,Y*) as t   provided *E  exists. 
Proof. Section 4 on Boundedness of the system proves that all solutions of the system are 
bounded. Thus using Poincaré-Bendixson theorem and lemma 7.1, it is obvious that 
closed orbits of the system must approach the interior equilibrium point whenever it 
exists.   
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Note: 
1. Existence of *E  is a sufficient condition for existence of AE . 

2. Existence of *E  is necessary and sufficient for permanence of the system. 
3. For sufficiently low values of   and   (so that we can neglect their higher 

powers), existence of *E  reduces to 

   rhaaKdrhaKd //12/1///1 11    

8. Sustainability and Productivity 
A sustainable ecosystem is ``one whose practices can be maintained indefinitely without 
reducing the targeted species’ ability to maintain its population at healthy levels, and 
without adversely impacting on other species within the ecosystem - including humans ", 
as defined by Greenpeace [18] . For our model (3) of the agricultural system, this criteria 
is mathematically equivalent to presence of the system in the vicinity of the interior 
equilibrium point *E . From the viewpoint of human beings, sustainability of the system 
requires *E  to be greater than *Y . 
In this context, productivity will be evaluated in terms of net crop output. If the net output 
obtained from the system after adding the chemicals is greater than that obtained without 
adding any chemicals, the system under action of chemicals will be termed profitable and 
more productive. 
Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions for an agricultural system to be sustainable 
and productive are: 

1. Existence of *E  
2. Global asymptotic stability of the system around *E  
3. The system should be permanent 

4. ** YX   
5. Let both *X  and *X  be treated as functions of   and  . Then,  

   0,0*,* XX   and     ,*0,0* YY   

Theorem 8.1   For an agricultural system modelled by (3) to be sustainable and 
productive, the necessary and sufficient conditions are: 

1.    2/2 aa  

2.       02/1/1/1 1   aKdrh  

3. 
          

   Kda
rhKrrd

/2/1
1/1/12/11/

1

1







 

4.            1/12/2/1/2/1/ 111 rhKdaKd   
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Proof. Using the results obtained in Section 3, Section 5 and Section 7, conditions (i) and 
(ii) are obvious. Condition (iii) is obtained after some simplification of the 
inequality ** YX  .    0,0*,* XX   is always true. From the 
inequalities     ,*0,0* YY   , condition (iv) is obtained. 

             

 

Fig. 1: )(tXt  , 5.0  , different  Fig. 2: )(tXt  , 6.0  ,different   

                

Fig 3 )(tYt  , 35.0  , different   Fig 4  )(tYt  35.0  different   
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Fig 5 Phase portrait 35.0,7.07.0,35.0   and   

9. Conclusion 
Numerical simulation is carried out on system (3) with the initial 
conditions: 
    2.08.0,25.0,7.0,6.0,2170,200 11  dandahrKYX  . 

Numerical simulation of the model (3) brings out certain facts clearly. In absence of 
chemicals, that is, 0  and 0 , the model is the classical prey-predator model. For 
high values of  , irrespective of  , the system reaches the axial equilibrium point AE . 
Thus, we witness an extinction of the pests. From an ecological viewpoint, this is not at 
all appreciable though it might be a 'profitable' system. If   is varied while 
keeping   fixed at some arbitrary moderate value (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), the system reaches 
the interior equilibrium point *E . The value of X* increases with increase of  , 
suggesting that use of fertilizers indeed enhance production. But the value of Y* 
increases as well, which might become a cause for concern in certain cases. Now 
keeping   fixed, the value of   is varied (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). Increase of   means use of 
more potent pesticides. This allows X* to go on increasing with   till the equilibrium 
point attained by the system changes from *E  to AE . Corresponding to this, the value 
of Y attained by the system changes from Y* to 0. If the extreme cases that lead to 
extinction can be avoided, then use of chemicals can definitely produce good results. 
Interestingly, the graphs of both X(t) and Y(t) vs.t display convergent oscillations that 
stabilizes over time to either AE  or *E . This shows that immediately after application of 
chemicals, the production of crops fluctuate slightly and then peaks to a high value. This 
is followed by several points of high production, which are separated by points of low 
productivity. The model shows that production keeps fluctuating after application of 
chemicals. But, if suitable values of   and   can be maintained (as mentioned in 
Section 8 ), then the system reaches a stable state that is more productive and sustainable. 
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It has been seen that whenever *E  exists, AE  also exists. Moreover, existence 
of *E  ensures local asymptotic stability of the system around *E . It has also been 
established that existence of *E  guarantees global asymptotic stability of the system and 
the system's trajectories in the phase plane converge towards *E  (Fig. 5). Moreover, 
existence of *E  ensures permanence of the system. Thus, the two conditions,  

   2/2 aa  and       02/1/1/1 1   aKdrh , are of extreme 
importance.  
Physically, it means moderate value of   and comparatively lower values of   is ideal 
for an agricultural system. Along with these, if the conditions stated in Section 8 are 
satisfied, we obtain a sustainable and productive agricultural system under the action of 
chemical agents. The net crop output in this system will be higher than what is possible in 
the natural system, that is, the system without any chemicals. Also the abundance of pests 
will be lesser than what is witnessed in the natural system. Thus grazing pressure of the 
predators on the pests is successfully reduced without making the predators extinct. The 
model and its analysis establish the effectiveness of chemical intensive farming in areas 
where pests have advantage of climate, habitat, etc. over the crop plants. The parameter 
bounds derived in the paper guarantee conservation of the ecological balance. Thus 
judicious use of chemicals having appropriate potency values can help us expand the land 
under cultivation - chemical agents can turn areas currently unfit for cultivation due to 
pest hazards into arable land within a short time frame. 
The same model and its associated analysis can be extended beyond agricultural systems. 
Fisheries provide an ideal situation with the fish being the prey and the larger fish being 
the predators. Another area of application is the traditional shrimp farming carried out in 
coastal areas. It is extremely sensitive to pest infestation. Use of suitable chemicals that 
adversely affect the predators and enhance the growth of target species' can lead to 
sustainable, productive and profitable systems.  
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